PRESTO-Lite is a web-based mapping application providing pollutant, water resource, and landscape characteristics for any Wisconsin watershed.

How does PRESTO-Lite work?
PRESTO-Lite summarizes upstream watershed characteristics including point and non-point phosphorus loads, landcover, modeled stream flow, and natural community type for any user defined watershed. The application relies on existing DNR efforts including the PRESTO desktop tool and the Wisconsin Hydrography Dataset Plus.

What information does PRESTO-Lite provide?

How do I access and use PRESTO-Lite?
1. Visit the Watershed Restoration Viewer at [http://dnrmaps.wi.gov/H5/?viewer=TMDL](http://dnrmaps.wi.gov/H5/?viewer=TMDL)
2. Select the PRESTO-Lite Tab on the page header
3. Zoom into a waterbody of interest
4. Click on the PRESTO-Lite Icon
5. Click on the waterbody to delineate watershed and generate report

Questions or Comments?
Contact [dnrwaterqualitymodeling@wisconsin.gov](mailto:dnrwaterqualitymodeling@wisconsin.gov)